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The class of ’53 makcs its
official entry into this world 01
student Troia y- toilfy-witti -whatappears to be "a surpisiiady .....(sx1

voting ttn:nout.-

Palmer Anno
.
Entrance Requirements
-

an Jose State college will be able to accept more new students
in 1951 than was. possible . in 1950: announces Miss Viola Palmer.
registrar, who sent out a notice this morning informing high school
and junior college administrators- of tho charige. in admittance
requirements. "The changes were recommended largely becaose. of
------74 t wo lizttkirb,.,61#1es- Nlis,s Valkny*.
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HEADED FOB THE ALVISO SLOUGH? Blindfolded and appropriately weighted for a death-plunge "worse than death," Chuck
Benson, junior class mixer-chairman, is pictured above being given
an idea of what is in store for him should the Junior class lose to
the Senior class in the Junior-Senior Mixer competition.
Determined juniors, evidently enjoying the prospect of being
avenged should a slip-up occur and the seniors win the Mixer competition, have weighted Benson with the filing cabinet which is the
prize the winning class will receive.
Juniors pictured from left to right are: Beth Calvin; Howard La
Breith; unidentified coed; Chuck Benson; Virginia Cox, secretary to
the Junior council; Donald Sevrens, junior class adviser; Jackie Larson; Dick Osborn, junior class president; and an unidentified byPhoto ’by Ernst.
stander.

unit tillable as the spartan Daily
goes to press, Official winners
among- the 13 candidates 101 be
sinnottne’al here llonelay.-Hec.4.)
Vot4:1_, whie.-41 opened at ie 30
a.m., %% ill continue. until 3:45 p.m.
today. Tabulation. und,..r. lit,’ direction of Bob king. chief justice
of the student court. well begin
inintediately.0a1 ter -the last vole is
cast. king is optimistic
turnout, but predicts many "lost ballots.
Kin(’ said: "Five to tin
of students who vote. win cancel
their vote by
the effeetiven4 ss
failing to use the rublinr stamp
provided for ballot. If you spoil
your ballot with pen or pencil
marks you may turn it in for
another. Write-in candidates
names must be written in full and
in the proper space on the ballot."
The Student Court chief also
warned candidates their campaign posters must he removed
from the campus before 8:30
a.m. Saturday, Dec. 2.
Here is a list of the 13 freshman
student government candidates On
order of their nomination): president: Bill Eckert, Bud Cligny,
Dave Doerr, and Jack Houser;
vice-president: Charles Luckhardt
and Fred Grassle; secretary: Sallee
Lotz, Joyce Velander. and Louise
Delmer: treasurer: Kirby Campbell, Kit Hadley, ’Joyce Orlando,
and Orville "Kenny" Mitchell.
1).

Class to. See Film
On Arctic Work

This afternoon at 1:30 in Room
S112, Ed Levin will show a film
on the Arctic.
Miss Clara Hinze’s Geography
121 class will attend the movie
’Veiled in secrecy but nevertheless promising to be high enter- and all interested students are
to attend.
tainment, San Jose State State college seniors’ skit tonight at the urged
Levin, a graduate of San Jose
Senior -Junior Harvest Time Mixer hopes to amass the most points State college, is assistant to Fathand win the coveted filing cabinet," Donna Plank, Senior chairman er Hubbard, the "Glacier -Priest".
While a student here, Levin heard
for the mixer, said yesterday. The filing cabinet, to be used for the priest speak and he visited the
holding class records, is the re-*
famed explorer at his home to
ward one of the classes will re- Donald Sevrens, junior class coun- further discuss the Arctic. The
ceive for presenting the best en- cil adviser, will chaperon the two have been associated since
tertainment, the skit being part affair.
that -time.
of it, and for having the most class
members attending.
Beth Watson, director of the
’skit, wouldn’t give any information to the press yesterday
concerning it. She said, "We’re
A white rooting section itM The
Faculty members were queried
keeping it a secret. Watch us,
we’ll get that filing cabinet!" pep band will be featured at this yesterday and today to gather
Appearing in the skit are Duke evening’s basketball game, accord- information about a possible third
Denis, Dick MacQuiddy, Lee ing to reports from the Rally com- world war; what are the conditions that will bring It about;
Oro, Bob Pettengill, and Mari- mittee.
All those Rally committee mem- what immediate and long-range
lyn Miller.
Special vocalists and piano ar- bers who can usher for tonight’s effect it will have on the world
tists will offer also entertainment game and also for the Stanford- and what changes it will bring
on the senior class program, Miss SJS game next Tuesday are asked about on the local campus.
to contact the Rally committee
Assistant Professor of History
Plank said.
office in the Student Union, ac- John A. Gilbert firmly believes
The Mixer will he held from 8 cording
to Louise D’Onofrio, chair- that the Korean break -through by
to 12 p.m. in the Student Union man in charge of ushers.
the Chinese Communists makes
lounge and is open to seniors, junthe present world situation-I.-crit-iora sad-their guests. Admission is
ical". He also contends that if the
25 cents it person.
war drags on, it means that the
Lud Spolyar will handle the
United States will have to fully
emcee duties while Milton Linyon,
After Sunday, Dec. 3, no San mobilize resources and manpower.
senior class council adviser, and Jose State college sorority shall
A possible checkmating of the
receive publicity of any kind, ac- Communist hordes was presented
cording to a release from Pan by Dr. William Vatcher, political
Hellenic.
science instructor. By mathematThe open houses to be held by ical formula, Dr. Vatcher can buy
Okay so you didn’t see the rain the 10 sororities this Sunday are out the Chinese troops in Korea
yesterday, but it rained anyhow; the beginning of the official rush If the legal channels in Washingas it will this afternoon with lit- period which will not terminate ton lend an ear. "The Chinese
tle temperature change.
until the end of January, 1951. The soldiers are crazy about the U.S.
P.S. We found a place with 20- policy restricting publicity for so- dollar. There are 20,000 Chinese
cent beer, so we’re not worried rorities is an official rule in the soldiers now in Korea. Pay each
soldier $100 in gold. The total exabout our F’s anymore.
Pan Hellenic rush contract.

Classes to Vie Tonight

Basketball Game
Features Pep Band

Cut Publicity

The Weather
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Returning to San Jose State
college’ 61 see 10.4 daughter perit trill a.. featured soloist with the
symphony o r ehestr a Tuesday
night. 4.:olleike of Idaho President
Paul M. Pitman renewed old
acquaintanci.s yesterday.
- -The- tortior lit -an ol _.:.1.1en here
"Also is looking tor ke y facultv personnet for his private, 700 enroll104.111
101111 -college at Caldwell, Idaho.
and personnel," stid President Pitman.
"We need a Dean of
Women; a commerce instruettw;
and a kindergarten primary teachPre’side’nt Pitman has followed
San Jose State’s football progress with avid interest through
the pages of the Spartan Daily
which is being sent tee him. He
expressed great pride In the fine
showin.g of Coach Bob Bronzan
and hts charge’s.
"I’m not here to .scheduk a
game with the Spartans, even
though we did. finish second in our
conference to Lewis and Clark,"
laughed Pitman. "We play football primarily for fun up therefor fun and for vocational training purposes for P.E. majors. Our
college provides a majority of high
school football coaches in Idaho
and eastern Oregon."
Most of the students at the
College of Idaho live on campus.
This gives them a %ery close and
unified school spirit, President
Pitman commented. "I think
that you will have more of that
here at Man Jose State college
when the new dormitories are
constructed."
"Big events at Idaho are the
fall football Homecoming and the
Campus clean-up where everyone
pitches in and cleans the campus.
The co-eds provide the food," related Dr. Pitmen.
Pr. Pitman will be in this area
until Wednesday. He heads for
Spokane and a speaking engagement there on Friday. Sunday
afternoon he will be back in Caldwell.

"Overerowded conditions are, Is trig i4lloviated by thee graduation
of veterans who -have been enrolled Inc the past lew years and
withdrawal of .non -veterans to
enter military Training will rue -thee
lit’ 011:

The. revise.d admission requirements will apply to miet-y r
a nil June graduates O f the .1111*
rent school year and may lie
continued intieflnitel thereafter.
:wean-ding
Th.. h)ihm.
let iwz
Mi Sre Palmer.
are, the r,.
keel
admittance requirements for Stin
Jose State college, as released by
Miss Palmer..
_
Sellool graduates- will qualify for admission to the state eollege division if four or more am Innis were. earned in grades
ten, eleven, and lwvIve with Ice ommending .e A or 1.3t grades. of
that group, hose with six or more
such units will he admitted in
clear standing: those with less
than six, on probation. Ali of
these. students may enroll in the
curricula of their choice.
High school graduates with
less than four academic units
earned in grades ten, eleven, and
twelve with reeoinmending (A
or Ill grade’s, will be admitted
on probation to the junior college division if they are not
residents of another junior college districts or of another state.
Their enrollment will bo restricted to a technical curriculum only. Transfer from the
technical only category will depend upon a definitely successful record at San Jose, and
probably can not be realized before the completion of one year’s
work.
Junior college students who
have completed twenty-four or
more semester units in acceptable
college courses with grades averaging "C" or better, will qualify
for admission. Those who have
completed less than that number
of units with a "C" average will
be admitted if their high school
grades would have entitled them
to admission to San Jose State college under present regulations.
Residents of other junior college
districts and of other states and
countries will not be admitted to
the junior college. In order to be
eligible to enroll, such residents
must qualify for admission to the
state college in clear standing and
elect other than a technical objective.

How It will Be--Faculty
non-Russian Balkan countries. He
feels that the European people
themselves know of the danger and
strongly advocate an adequate defense of their homelands.
"The fact that little Turkey has
3,000 troops now fighting in Korea shows that country’s awareness of the situation," Dr. Bruntz
said. Turkey, and many other
countries, believes that if the
Communists can be stopped and
stopped hard in Korea that that
defeat will postpone if not kill
future Commtii%) t aggression."
Dr. Bruntz looks for a united
western world such as the world
has never seen if a third world
war comes .to the globe.
"Ramie and her hordes will
drop out of the U.N. in the
event of war and the remaining
For more commentaries on
countries will rally around the
the war and national policies
western powers, particularly the
see pages 2 and 4.
United States to fight their
common enemy," he said.
Many of the faculty hold high
Bruntz, associate professor of popositions in the various armed
litical science and history.
Dr. Bruntz urges the complete forces’ reserves and will be the
attiring of western Europe and the first to be called from the campus.
pense would be $20,000,000. Gold
that’s easydig some in Fort
Knox and you’ll check those Chinese out of Korea."
Owen M. Broyles, instructor in
economics agrees with his colleagues and believes that Russia
is fighting the United States and
the United Nations indirectly. He
says, "The U.S.S.R. leaders have
planned this invasion."
Giving an economist’s viewpoint, Mr. Broyles claims that
the _United States "can’t geL
anything out of the Korean embroilment." But he sincerely believes that the real powder keg
under world peace is Europe.
Also keeping an eye on the
European situation is Dr. George
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For Possible Disasters "

"The Present Hour Alone is
. War, or no war, organization on be of more aluein training othMan’s" -- -Johnson.
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
Mankind is confronted with its campus and wiihin the community ers than serving the armed forces.
with a Proof of the need was the great
Published daily by the Associated Stedonts of San Jose Stet* college, except Saturday and most serious and profound dilem- has ’already begun to cope
possible disaster situation, accord- strain, placed.on the civilian hosma today; at no other time hai
Ilenday durina the college year with one Issue during each final examination week.
faced the possible twilight of its ing to Mrs. Rizpah Lindstrom, pitals. Had it not been for nurses
Mashes ,
Nursing Education Instructor and aides,many hospitals would have
existence.
The "I told you so" school of chairman.. of -ttie- Red Cross nurses had to close whole wards and seepseudo-political experts of the aide training program in San Jose. -tions."
"One of the first and most notOffice: Publications Building (1193) on E. San Camas street.
While the great need for trained
press and radio are pouring out
Press of the Globe Printing Co., 1445 S. First street, San Jose
contagion and scare-words to an able effects of the last war was persons within the community is
Ext.
211
Dept.,
Editorial, Ext. 210 ..-..Advertising
Telephones: CYpress 4 .6414
already bewildered and shaky the great increase in nurses and now apparent with the threat of a
Subscription Price: $2.50 per year or $1 per quarter for non ASB card lualders.
public. Contrary to general im- nurses aide training," Mrs. Lind- possible third world war, Mrs.
pression, It is not too late to - strom declared. Persons not qual-- Lindstrom urged all persons posFRAtEloshress--Matteger
RUSSELLEditor
BILL
JACK
avert a world disaster. If ever filed to enter the service felt a sible to enroll in a nurses aide or
DiernaL._
unity and clear thinking were chance td-be of service by prepar- firsfiad-program. The-goal of the
Make-up Editor this issue
needed, it is now. Diplomacy ing themselves for nursing work." Red Cross today, she said, is to
Make-up Editors Barbara Diemy, John Dremol, Bill Epler, Nancy Loughlin, and negotiation, prolonged and
She anticipated a probable in- train_every _housewife to be able to
Thad Spinole, D. Dixie Wise,
crease in the demand for first aid cope with an emergency situation.
persistent
and
patient
negotiaCopy Desk Al Long, Carl Fernandes, Gaye Wimmerr.W....arfsin Goffey,yRobineitte
tions are the order of the day. and dbrses aides classes if’ hostil- Because, if and when doctors beWoodside.
The bombing of Manchurian ter- ities increase,, even though new come really scarce again, aides
ReportersJack Anguis, Fermo Cambianica, Glenn Brown, Bill ClanabetuitiAlletY
courses are already beginning.
will have to, handle minor acciDayton, Jim Downs, Melvin Gagnon, Jack Hulse, Ray Hasse, Carl For. ritory, the participation of Chinese
"Just after Pearl Harbor, all re- dents and nursing cases.
nandes. Tom Marquis, Jack Gallagher, Dorothg.Jacx, Marvin
Patricks; Nationalist forces in the Korean
war, the use of the atom bomb serve- .nurses were called to active
Ed Riniisr, Homer Slater, Joe Sheehan.
said.
against the Chinese Reds as sug- duty," the SJS instructor
requestgested by certain unthinking con- "But, all instructors were
posigressmen are nothing but desper- ed to remain in the teaching
to
ate answers by desperate men to a tion because they were declared
desperate problem. The institution
of any one of these measures
would guarantee a major war.
After a modicum of rational, deductive reasoning. we have tome
If the American people are rewill enjoy
+0 the conclusion that our campus has fallen upon evil days. Eil in signed to fight a war, if they can
accommodations
that there is a conspicuous lack of evil, lecherous and downright dirty see no other way short of conflict,
at the beautiful new
crooks in campus politics. There are too many ninconipoops that lack if they continue in their apathetic
attitude towards international afthe necessary moral fortitude to be bad little boys.
fairs, they are surely committing
BAYSHORE HIWAY, Just North of
Class officers no longer loot class treasuries. Elected and ap- national suicide. It is difficult to
Subpoenas are being served on
30th & E. Santa Clara Sts.
pointed officials keep their hands carefully in view and out of their believe now that all avenues lead- 22 ASB organizations which have
One of San Jose’s Finest
lists,
membership
in
to
turn
failed
class funds. Graft doesn’t appeal to student officers anymore.
CY 4-6075
AAA-Approved
ing toward a solution have been
Bob King, chief justice of the
There is nothing worth while to expose anymore. The Spartan exhausted.
In view of the present situa- Student court, announced yesterDaily is full of past editors bearing gruesome tales of bribery, raketion, the following steps are day.
of
secret
plottings
Machiavelian
offs, Rally committee orgies and
The subpoenas are- returnable to
recommended to the Congress:
societies; stories that could have caused persons with less Coop
I. Immediate withdrawal of the court Wednesday, Dec. 6, at
coffee in their blood to faint dead away.
IN and Red troops from the a special meeting to be held at
in
hauled
Korean peninsula, and cessation 3:30 p.m. in the Student Union.
Torre
La
and
Lost forever are the days when Lycurgus
ASB by-laws state that a repthe loot in wheel-barrows. Visitors to the editorial offices had to of hostilities.
resentative of the subpoenaed or2.
Replacement
of
G,e
neral
the
free-spending
climb over great golden heaps of the stuff because
MacArthur as supreme UN ivm- ganization appear before the court
editors couldn’t spend it fast enough.
tnander in Korea with a repre- to show cause why its status as
Every campus wheel’s vest or dickey was stained with gravy of sentative, east - west combined a recognized ASB body should not
all flavors. Items appeared on expense accounts like $100 for beer; commission to administer mili- be- revoked. Failure of representation to appear may subject the
$984.17, additional expense at cheer leaders convention at Monte tary and political authority.
to such court action,
organization
S.
Recognition
of
Red
China
Carlo; 18 cents for carbon paper.
by the UN with their guarantees King said.
The new student leaders are a stolid, colorless lot. Nice fellows, of "no further" Chinese aggresLarry Olsen, court bailiff, is in
perhaps a bit uninspired at times, but not the type to arouse good sion in the Fat East.
the process of contacting the folinvestigations and scandals.
4. Removal of the U.S. Sev- lowing organizations:
Academic Scholars. Der DeuA quiet, mousey attitude hangs over the college. Oh, for the enth fleet from Formosan waters
tsche. Verein. -Engineering’ society,
ncistalgic,y,pstery’eark’when everyone was intent on cutting his neigh-- and
I
5. Placing Formosa under IN Epsilon Mu Pi, Epsilon Nu Gamboei ftioif or sticking a Santa Crux souvenir letter-opener in the
ma, Forensics, Forestry club, Kaptrusteeship
composed
of
Asiatic
beck of a friend. There was a feeling of excitement on campus that aftions.
pa Alpha Theta, La Torre, Lycurhastened the breath and dilated the eyeballs. It was fun to think that
6. Top-level four-power talks gus, Mu Phi Epsilon, Pan Ameronti:3oakt get rich overnight by being voted into certain secret dealing with the general world ican club, Phi Mu Alpha.
NOW Al
Pi Omega Pi, Pi Sigma Chi,
societies.
problem of peace.
Radio
Psi
Chi,
club,
Pre-legal
7.
General
conclave
of
ChiPerhaps all is not lost. We can call the past the classic era, while
Amateurs club, Reed, Sigma Delta
we liken the present to the middle-ages period of darkness. And if nese, Japanese, French, Indian, Pi, State Flying club and -Tau
British.
Dutch
and
American
you stay awake in History 121, you know that a Renaissance is near, representatives to discuss solu- Gamma. -based on a return to the classical forms and ideas. Glory Hallejulah!! tions and proposals for solutions
E.J.R.
71 E. SAN FERNANDO
in short, it is we, the citizens
of the Asiatic problem.
It is a statistical matter of fact who set the examples, and so far
that China cannoj fight a winning we’ve done a pretty poor job. A
war; it has far more- serious in- three-cent stamp on a letter to
ternal problems of reorganization’ your congressman is more potent
This week our old rival, College of the Pacific, celebrated its and re-industrialization. It must now than an M-1 in your hands
100+h-birthday. The Bengal is of age. Its history has been as closely be assumed that the USSR has later on. Speak your mind, for it
tieclin with San Jose as has its athletic rivalry.
goaded Mao into this action. We is you that will perish if you don’t.
-The CoNege of Pacific was born in Santa Clara in 1851. It grew should-me
up n- heCollege Park area (now the site of Bellarmine Prep). It over Mao’s confidence in the UN. -YOU just can’t beat the
We must adopt a realistic attimoved -to Stockton in 1924 where it attained its present splendid
Coffee and Donuts at
tude at home; our lack of coordigrowth.
and ’ strength in political
Starting its second century, the college has already begun a nation
and military matters have left us
$1,325,000 centennial fund drive. Its objective is new buildings. A little self-respect in world circles.
new library costing $500,000 is scheduled for the future. The compleWe must be prepared NOW to
371 West San Carlos
tion of the 35,000-seat football stadium is also slated for this year.
forego Cadillacs in fa v or of
tanks. We must accept higher
As an infant of 88, we salute our old rival on iteanniversary.
taxes and a lower standard of
May the next century bring her wealth, honor, achievement
1951
living and full mobilization; we
and another Eddie LeBaron.
POCKET DIARIES
must accept UMT, an excess
profits tax, and less finery In
1, the clothes closet. A weak nation Is a poor leader.
Books Stationery Office Supplies
We must show the world we
77 SO.FIRST ST.
are democratic; we cannot do this
by denying statehood to the terni
a word about the sweat and blood tories and commo n. God-given
in that boxing ring, hardly rights to minority groups. We
:(17ingle line of praise or congrat- must discard our false nationalism
Dear Thrust and Parry:
I agree enthusiastically with ulation to those great young and adopt international fraternalMr. "Disgustedly ASB 1k032’s" champs who literally "knocked ism and brotherhood.
letter which appeared in last Wed- themselves out."
Our individual selfishness and
Similarly neglectedwas-4 heir prejudices must be discarded .
nesday’s edition of the Spartan
Daily. 772a-sidiculaus.’Land_tire:,
some publicity which sororities and the tournament one of the most
QUICK, COURTEOUS
fraternities are receiving is sick- outstanding sports events of the
SERVICE
school year.
ening to me.
are
other
stuthere
I
know
Rah!
less
little
How about a
Rah! for our fraternal organiza- dents who think as I do about
tions and a lot more glory for the this type of publicity; so let’s
worthy individuals on our cam- have some action!! How about
pus who are really doing some- you people on the Daily staff who
have some editorial influence dothing?
ing something NOW!!!
recent
the
of
write-ups
the
In
at the
P.S. 1 think sororities and fraboxing tournament, not only in the
pubthe
are
ternities
just
fine;
it’s
and
Mercury
Daily but also in the
News, the papers described at licity I have objected to; don’t
131 West Santa Clara
great length the antics and oddi- misunderstand this letter.
Hoping for results,
Santa Clara Street at 12th
ties of the sponsoring sororities
ASB 537.
and fraternities; but wrote hardly
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Thrust and Parry

Let’s Have Action

"Smart Spartans Know!"
for

* BREAKFAST
* LUNCH

* DINNER

Slartile 2’rive-in
RESTAURANT

The Sorrel /Mae

Tickets Available Now 1 Annonneententg
For ’Golden Boy’ Seats
Seats for the five-night performances of "Golden Boy", Speech
and Drama department production, are available in the speech office,
Room 57, according to Mrs. Verde B. Jackson, department secretary.
The play will run December 7, 8, 9, I I, and I 2 in the Little Theater.
According to John R. Kerr, director, the next week of evening
rehearsals should assure a polished*
production if performances main- as Rosy, William Kenny as Fuseli,
tain present standards. The en- William Coleman as Pepper White,
tire ’cast of 19 student actors at- Peter Hartman as Mickey, Harold
tends rehearsals nightly.
Willard as the call boy, Jack ByThe cast is headed by Richard ers as Sam, Robert Collins as
Risso as Joe, the prizefighter. Drake, I3Prt Graf as Lewis, Byron
Betsy Smith plays the female lead Rose as Barker, and James Jenok Lorna, and _William Furnell sen as Driscoll.
piiiys Moody, Joe’s trainer.
Others in the cast are Warren
Blomseth as Tokio, Stanley
Schwimmer as Mr. Carp, Dolores
Ceraso as Anna, Harry Santi as
Siggie,
Thomas
Patterson
as
Frank, and Edwin Klein as Mr.
Bonaparte.
Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity
Also featured are Joe Juliano
Wednesday night held a "Stagg"

’Stagg’ Party
Honors Stagg

SPARTAN

Fliday, December 1, 1930

NOW PLAYING!

Seekers: Cabinet meeting 4 p.m.
Sunday at First Methodist church,
and regular meeting 7:30 p.m. the
same day.

Eyes have never
beheld its equal!

Tau Delta Phi: 6 o’clock Sunda. 4
night a formal initiation will be
held in the Tower, followed by
dinner.

1101116 SOLOMON’S MINES

Deberah KERR Stewart GRANGER
RICHARD CARLSON 7itchiiicolor

’Golden Boy’
Dec. 7-12

A flame -haired goddess . . .
a bronzed white hunter . . .
in a jungle Eden’

SAVAGE LOVE ...

Classified Ads

’Copper Canyon"

fts attelemp
DRIVE INs AMUSEMENT

S.B. Cards Shown at Box Office
Will Entitle Bearer to Reduced Adm.

Yvonne DeCarlo
AND

STUDENT ADMISSION 50c

"TEA FOR TWO"

"THE DESPERADOES"

PLUS
Jeff Chandler, Marta Toren

with Randolph Scott
PLUS (Sat. Only)

"CONVICTED"

"1111111111111111111I

"NO WAY OUT"

MON., TUES., WED., THURS.

Nightly Except
Thursday

Woitd
ciimmeM

fututptA4X

25th & Santa Clara

"STREET
CORNER"

CYpress 3-8405

ADMISSION 50c

c

TILL 1

35 5 p.m.

SOUTH 1s_TST.PhorieCYpp:40-0083

FIRST S.J. SHOWING
9rTHEATRE

Directly from

Llitakulal

AND
Jackie Cooper, Freddie Bartholomew

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

"SPIRIT OF CULVER"

UNITED ARTISTS THEATRE
San Francisco

Mickey Rooney

STARTS SUNDAY
Richard Widmark, Linda Darnell

"QUICKSAND"

"NO WAY OUT"

SUNDAY, MONDAY

PLUS

"Underworld
Story",

"RETURN OF THE
FRONTIERSMAN"

Dan Duryea, Gale Storm
AND

Your Best Show Value
MAYFAIR
ADMISSION 50c

"JOHNNY HOLIDAY"
William Ileadi, Hoegy Carmichal
TUES., WED., THURS.

C4LIFDR.

1 TILL
E 15 P.M.

400

"The Spirit of
Notre Dame"

345 S. FIRST ST *

"LOUISA"
Ronald Reagan, Ruth Hussey
AND
Viveca Lindfors, Kent Smith

3 7007

"THIS SIDE OF THE LAW"

Tondo&
EveRti mop/ &

SECOND HIT

"COWTOWN

et

with Gene Autry

lummemor

eDIOYAR:IN
Cm’arinTIT=rrITI

FRIDAY, SATURDAY, DEC. I, 2
57
,,tect

SATURDAY NIGHT

k SV77Y
* FRYE MIMI* errs 6’. 4,,,,417

ROSE ROOM AT

ramie, Lot

STARTS TODAY

Eleanor
Parker,
Patricia
Neal,
Ruth
Roman
’THREE
SECRETS’

"Ricketit4
palo

AND

"ONCE A THIEF"

Glair

FRIDAY, SATURDAY
Lew Ayres

PALO ALTO

40 MINIMUM

SUNDAY, DEC. 3
Burt Lancaster, Dorothy McGuire

"THE PETTY GIRL"

DC141C/f.,.

STUDIO CLUB

STARTS SUNDAY

AND

with Gordon MacRae

IN THE NEW

"SPIRIT OF CULVER"

"WINNER’S CIRCLE"

"THE SHOWDOWN"

AND
Jackie Cooper, Freddie Bartholomew

"MISTER 880"

SUN., MON., TUES., DEC. 3.4:-5
with Joan Caulfield
AND

Lew Ayres

"THE SPIRIT OF
NOTRE DAME"

"MISTER 880"

"DEPORTED"

FOR SALE
"Music Huth (’harms", "My
Waltz With You" and "Bells of
Victory March." For piano. Words
and music. By copyright owner.
$1.17 C.O.D. M. Amlie, 237 S.
First street.

FRIDAY, SATURDAY

"DESERT HAWK"

AND

THEATER

PHONE.
CY 4 /041

ALMA AND
ALMADEN

FRI. SAT.. DEC. I, 2

STARTS WEDNESDAY

"RETURN OF THE
FRONTIERSMAN"

IN THE WEST

BEST

AXmlnster 4-6036

FRI., SAT., DEC. I, 2
Gordon MacRea, Julie London

FOR RENT
(*irk: The
Washington House.
Rooms, kitchen privileges. 344 S.
Se cid h street.
Lovely two adjoining rooms with
running water, two large closets.
Kit chili. Nice toe three. Reasonable. Also large room with twin
beds. Close in. 545 S. Fourth
street.
Single room fur boy: Large
room, double bed, desk. Newly
Painted. $20 per month. 311 S.
14th street. CY 3-8376.
Girls: Room and board. $35 per
month. Every convenience. 298 S.
12th street. CY 3-764S.
Completely furnishe d, clean
rooms, co-op kitchen. Near school.
Four men. 357 S. Ninth street.
CY 4-2902.
Apartment for tno boys. Kitthen and use of living room. Reasonable. See Mrs. Welsh. 960 S.
Eighth street.
_
Girl Students Share rooms with
kitchen privileges. Half block from
college. 93 S. Fifth street. CY
2-61337.
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December: Writ ten- comprehen- quirements on file at the PlaceTuesday, Dec. 5 at 3 p.m. in ment office.
sives
Delta Sigma Phi: Short meeting
tonight, 6:45 o’clock, at fraternity Room 29. Sign up on bulletin board
SPARTAN DAILY
house, to discuss future activities. outside Room 25A.
San Jose State College
Pledges requested to attend.
Spartan Spinners: Following the Warm/ int second class meter April
Canterbury Club: Sunday at 6 festival Sunday, a dinner will be 24, 1,34, at Sea Josor California, undo’
p.m., supper followed by business held at the Italian restaurant, 175 Ito* act of Marsh 3, 1835.
meeting and evening prayer at San Augustine street, at 6 p.m. FvU Ias.d wire service of Ussitell Press.
Press of tlae Globe Printing Company,
7:30 p.m. Father Francis of St. $1.65 per person.
1445 S. First St., San Jose, California.
Matthews’ in San Mateo will speak
Persons planning to teach in Mena/sir, California Newspepot Publialson Henry VIII.
Hawaii check on certification re- w’s Association.
Lutheran Student Association:
Meet at Grace Lutheran church,
Asia" AIM *M.
Second and Julian streets, Sunday
at 5:30 p.m. At 6:30 p.m. the Rev.
Marshal, pastor of Immanuel
Lutheran church will speak.

Student Body: The student diparty in honor of their president, rectory will be completed mid-way
Coy Staggs who will be married in December.
tonight at the Stanford Village
Spanish Majors graduating in
Chapel.
Staggs fiance is June Crabb a
Iformer art student at San Jose
State college.
.
Some 30 members of the local
i
II fraternity gathered at the dinner
party, held at the Flamingo club.
SERVICES
FRIDAY THRU TUESDAY
Scott (7liestinitt, a Mime]. Phi Sig
Typing done at home. Student who recently enlisted in the Air
Ray Milland. Hedy Lamarr
rates. Neat, accurate work. Ten Force. was master of ceremonies
. years experience. Call Mrs. Tay- and sang two songs.
lor. CY 2-4590.
Term Papers Typed. Rapid, acAND
curate. 20 years experience. StudAnne Baxter
Davis,
Bette
ent rate. Sl..25 hour. 28 S. 13th
(’Y 3-0738.
"ALL ABOUT EVE"
%VA NT ED
1,1 t to huy girl’s bike used.
Conliiet Dr, Olson, Ntt. Sei. office.

MTh!

-

alto

COVER.
BLUES BUSTERS

Plus 2nd Action-Packed Hit

Robert Mitchum

"Story of G.I. Joe"
AND

"SLEEPING CITY"
Richard Conte
SIM JAM.. TUES., DEC.rafTS--

"CONVICTED"
Glenn Ford, Broderick Crawford
PLUS
John Wayne, Shirley Temple

"FORT APACHE"
WED., THURS., DEC. 6, 7

"FANCY PANTS"
AND

"DESTRY RIDES AGAIN"
Jimmy Stewart

I
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December Proves Bad
Month in World Past

Coeds Give Answer
TolmminentQuery

By PAT PATRICKS
,Recent history of the United States has proved the. month of
December to be disastrous on at least one occasionDec. 7, 1941.
The present situation in Korea presents a possibility of history repeating itself insofar as war is concerned. For this reason, a page ot
events from the past might indicate a few of the changes Spartans

By DIXIE WISE
Women students on Washington
square 1)0 know that the War situation in Korea has grown imminently more dangerous this week
according to a survey conducted pn
campus yesterday afternoon. Contrary to popular belief -it was
learned that college women do
know w hat is going on in worlds
oth-r than the social one.
.411 but one of 11 women interviewed had read the news
and all but four answered the
question "What would you do ik
s a r ts ere declared t omor row ?"
that they would continue college.
One senior woman.who preferred
to remain anonymous, said, "I’d
live in sin." Another senior woman.
who for obvious reasons wished
not to have her name used, said
she would get married.
Donnie Nunes, Senior graduating
in December and society editor of
Spartan Daily, said. "I’ll stay in
college, of counae, I have only
three more weeks!"
Only one woman, a senior,
said she would join the forges.
Preferring to remain anonymous,
she said, "I’m just that emotional that if war were declared
tomorrow, I’d probably go right
down and sign up."

Dick RitISO, who will play the title role in "Golden Boy", second
production in the 1950-51 drama series. Is shown working out on the
punching bag under the supervision of Coach Dee Portal. "Golden.
Boy" will open next Thursday night.

Coach Dee Portal Gives
’Golden Boy’ Pointers
By MARION SUMMERS
If was a great day for Dick Risso when he discovered that he
had been chosen for the lead in "Golden Boy", second production
in the 1950-51 drama season.
Dick is a first quarter frosh, and his previous theatrical
experience has been confined to high school shows. "I’m still

, Susan Moore, a sophomore, said
she would go-ahead with her education unless she were drafted for
war work and "of course I would
go to work "

To*
walking on air," Dick says.
me, ’Golden Boy’ is the most powerful story I have ever read, and
I can’t quite believe my luck."

Man Shortage
To Limit Sports

He realized that the role of the
young violinist -prize fighter would
require study and research. He
By FERMO CAMBIANICA
has been working with Doug Wil"As
long as there are men on
rudimentary
the
develop
son to
techniques of boxing, under the campus, sports will continue at
San Jose State college."
direction of Coach Del Portal.
This was the reply of P.E. Di"The training has been invalu- rector Glenn "Tiny" Ilartranft
able," Dick says. "It is very im- when questioned by a Spartan
portant that I know the ropes, be- Daily reporter on "what would
cause the punch of the play will happen to sports in SJS if a war
be carried to a great extent by broke out tomorrow."
authenticity."
Most of the men connected with
Dick was training in the gym the athletic department saw servwhen the above picture was taken. ice in the last war, and if the war
Coath Portal followed "Golderr situation becomes too serious, they
might have to go back in, Mr.
Boy’s" progress with interest.
Hartranft added.
"It’s a wonderful play. InterDuring World War II thure were
as
esting to sports fans as well
no ROTC units on campus, but
theater goers," Portal said. "Acwith the addition of two units
tually I’m not a stranger to the
since then, there might be some
drama department myself. While
men taking ROTC training at SJS
I was attending State I performwhile a war was going on. he coned in ’Doll’s house’, and ’The
tinued.
Wandering Jew’. a Christmas
"There were only 87 men on
play, So I know the work that
campus at one time during the
goes into these things."
last war," Mr. Hartranft pointed
The stor) of "Golden Boy" con- out.
"Five of them were
cerns a young Italian boy, Joe majors, and they were all 4 -Fs.
Bonaparte, a budding violinist who
"Baseball ’and basketball were
becomes a champion fighter. His
the only sports then, and there
personal struggles, conflicts and
wasn’t any ,traveling to play other
desires are made startlingly real
collegrs, so we had to play high
in the tight -knit dialogue of Clifschool and town teams.
ford deli.
"Coach Bill Hubbard and I were
Dick Risso, as Joe, feels that the only coaches on the campus,
The -part-demands complete under- and with the limited number of
standing. With the help of Portal male students, we had to discard
and Wilson he is certain that he the eligibility rules and play any
can present Joe the fighter as he team that was available," he conshould be presented.
cluded.

Biller Iasi-doer, sophomore and
sixth cousin of the writer Ring
1,ardner. said she thought at
first she would join the forces,
but her parents convinced her to
continue her education if she
didn’t go home.
Dianne Kinney, sophomore. and
Cherie Freeman, junior, said they
would stay in college majoring in
education because "we’ll still need
Marjorie McClelland,
teachers."
junior, said she thought women
could do most good by staying in
school.
Marian Dews, senior, said she
would continue her education as
long as she could_

CHURCH
DIRECTORY

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
80 S. Fifth Street
1:00 am.Morning Services
"Putting Christ into
our Contacts"
7:00 p.m.Christian Youth
Fellowship
Panel oiscussion
"Things for which we are
thankful"

might well expect to see, in thee
event a final explosion comes.
December 7. 1941, caught the
Spartan footbal team unawares
In Hawaii. For several days the
college was unable to determine
the welfare of the team following the bombing of Pearl Ilarbor. Such a situation could
catch our boxing team or basketball squad unawares in some
American city in the near futuremind you we are only say lag that it is possible.
Inthe event of another all-out
war program, men should again
become scare around SJS. Indications at this time are that a call
of the National Guard might be
forthcoming at any moment.
During World War II, the Spartan Daily continued to be published. However, the paper shortage cut the pages down to two per
issue- one on each side of a single sheet. The Journalism department hopes that enough paper will
be allowed for the Daily publication on a basis at ’least equal to
that of World War II, in case
there is another all-out war program.
Most Instructors advised students attending college at the
out-break of World War II to
continue with their studies until
it was determined In what part
of the defense program they
would be needed. This advice
seems to be just as sound today
as it was then.
Of cours.e. the need for "home
defense" groups. training on self
preservation in case of a bombing,
and emergency volunteers, was
felt at Washington Square in 1941.
The likelihood of such a need reoccurring again in the event of
war, would be v’ery high in fact
it already has been felt here.
If history should repeat itself,
the best thing for most of us to
do is to let matters take their
course, according to most instructors who were here in 1941. If
you are called into the service.
don’t just stop showing up for
classes. Let the proper persons
know the change you are going to
make, so that your status will be;
clear when you return.

The food that
is DIFFERENT
and BETTER
It’s that added pinch of
spice, that bit of extra
care that make our
dinners truly a masterpiece
of TASTE.

A LA CARTE
SPAGETTI
RAVIOLI

75.

DINNER
SPAGHETTI 4 4Pjr
RAVIOLI

I ILig,

MR. ANTHONY’S
-The Hare That’s Different -

93 WILLOW ST.
For Special Attention
and Reservations

Call CYpress 5-6400

BON
APP ETIT

Dinners . . .
. . . Banquet Room
I Mile North of Mt. View
Roger frelier, State ’43

Closed Mondays & Tuesdays

TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Second & St. John Streets
Sulday, 8:00 a.m.Holy Communion
I I 00 .m.Morning Prayer and Sermon
6:00 p.m.Canterbury Club
Supper, Evening Prayer, Program
Rev. Howard I. Scholten
Chaplain to Episcopal Students
Phon CYpress 3.7153

’ITALIAN FOOD
I

DELICIOUS
ITALIAN PINNERS
Featuring

HOME-MADE RAVIOLI
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

Come as you are.

Rev. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor
Merle Roark, Pastor’s Assistant
Second & San Antonio Straits

Week Days $1.40
Sundays & Holidays $1.4t

TIMES.QF WORSHIP
Sunday, 11:00 a.m., 7:30 p.m.
9:30 a.m. High Collegiate
Dept. of Church School
Wed., 7:30 p.m., Prayer Meeting
College Age Group: "Senior B. Y."
6:15 Sunday evenings. The grovp
has wide awake meetings each Sunday night. Ou fsid speakers are
brought in from time to Km*. A variety of social setivifisis is scheduled
throughout fh school year. One Sunday month -the group goo’ to the
Odd Fellows Horn* to hold services
The group also sponsors other activities as the need arises.

Private Banquet Room

HOT FOOD
TO TAKE OUT
Spaghetti, qt. 65c Ravioli, qt. 75c
A quart of each feeds six.

THE ITALIAN
RESTAURANT
Opisn 11:30 A.M.-9 P.M.

175 SAN AUGUSTINE ST.
Downstairs

CY 4-5045

Save Time
8-Hr. Service
"Bachelor Shirt Laundry"

Red,GreenDolph:n
Makes Battle Flag
One of the more unusual products of San Jose State college’s
war-time activity appeared in the
summer of 1944. It was a fullfledged battle flag, destined to fly
from the mast of the U.S. submarine Dolphin.
Ensign Bill Kidwell, former
student and then officer of the
-.sub, wrote -to the college art
department evquestin a flag for
his ship. - Elizabeth Frembling,
art seminar director, and members of Dr. Marques E. Reitzers
lettering class put their heads
together and created the Dolphin
flag.
A large red fish with a green
tail, representing the submarine,
was central figure in the flag. The
fish was mounted on a white torpedo against a blue-green background. The large fish or dolphin
w a s engaged in swallowing 24
smaller fish, representing the 24
sinkings the "Dolphin" had to her
credit at that time.

Shirts in at 9:00

Out at 5:00

91dett klecit

Dry Cleaners

25-29 S. Third Stripe Main
Plant CYpress 2-1052
275 E. William
231 Willow
24th & Santa Clara
.1tI9.tanliin, Santa Clara_
lea E. Reed_ I13E Lincoln Willow Glen

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Special Rental Rates for Students
Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Also New Portables
Easy Payment Plan

CORONA

UNDERWOOD

Free Parking Next Door

ROYAL

REMINGTON

Esf, 1900

24 S. 2nd St., CYpress 3-6383
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Theta Chi- Begins Search
I or Its 1950 Dream Girl

Sororities Hold
Open Houses
Sunday, Dec. 3
Thirteen potential dream girls will be seen around campus after

SPARTAN DAILY
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Delta C’s Present Caper
Toni ht at Shadowbrook

Monday night when Theta Chi officially begins it "Dream Girl" con- . San Jose State college’s 10 national sororities will open their
"Effie, take a letter," said Sam Spade Jones, detective.
test, according to Mary Braunstein, publicity.
houses this Sunday to all coeds
"We’ll call this one the Kaneko- Kapers caper and we’ll address
These 13 lovelies will be chosen horn 37 contestants after they interested in becoming acquainted
have been introduced to the members of Theta Chi by Bob Custer, with facilities and members of the ’if "To Whom It May Concern".
college’s Greek organization.
master of ceremonies for the eve-*
"Those -Hawaiian names didn’t fool me any. 1 knew from the
The affair is scheduled to last
ning. Each sorority’-tasaubmitted
will be judged on personality, ap- from 2 to 6 o’clock Sunday after- beginning something was fishy when the DUs said they were having
pictures of three girls who will
the
compete in
preliminaries.
Seven independently sponsored
girls have also been entered in
the contest. From these 37 girls
will be chosen one girl from each
of the ID sororities and three of
the seven independent girls. The
finalists will vie for the coveted
Dream Girl honor.

Four functions will be presented
by Theta Chi prior to the Dream
Girt danceacheduled for Feb. 3 at
Devonshire Country club in San
A dinner dance, house
Carlos.
party, buffet supper, and an informal get-together will enable the
fellows to become better acquainted with the contestants. Girls

FRATERNITY
And

SORORITY

DANCE BIDS
For All Occasions

VICTOR LAMAR
FINE PRINTING

pearance, and poise,
said.

Braunstein noon. Coeds may visit the chapter
houses anytime within that period.
The mystery Miss’s -name will be Proper attire will be dressy sport.
revealed at the formal dance and Panhellenic council wishes to
not before, Braunstein emphasized. stress the fact that students incur
From the time her name is an- no obligation to become rushers by
nounced-ihe,will reign as the 1951 attending the open houses.
The open houses are the first
Dream Girl of Theta Chi.
rush activity of the season which
-Girls selected to represent their they officially launch. The season
ofganizations tin- Monday night’s will close with formal pledging
preliminary contest are as fol- cerenionies near the endof January.
lows:
Campus sororities and their adAlpha_Chi Omega, Colleen Tim- dresses are as follows:
Alpha Chi Omega, 266,S. SevMons, Ellen Bersinger, Elsie Lawenth street;
son; Alpha Omicron Pi, Doloris
Alpha Omicron Pi, 408 S.
Peterson, Joan Alley, Jackie BesEighth street;
siere; Alpha Phi, Nancy Curry,
Alpha Phi, 454 E. San AnBeverly Beeler, Virginia Gordon;
tonio street;
Chi Omega, Charleen Chew, BarChi Omega, 435 S. Sixth
bara Withey, Elizabeth Findley;
street;
Delta Gamma, Joey Baldwin, BarDelta Gamma, 360 E. Reed
bara Soldaveni,,Nancy Weir; Delta
street;
Zeta. Beverly Dettling, Barbara
Delta Zeta, 64 S. 10th street:
Lee Champion, Dale Dyke; Gamma
Gamma Phi Beta, 189 S. 11th
Phi Be.(, Rosemarie Arndt, Marion
street;
McCoy, Dorothy Edinger; Kappa
Kappa Alpha Theta, 184 S.
Alpha Theta, Nancy Dean, Nancy
11th street;
Cuneo, Nancy Childrey; Kappa,
Kappa Gamma, 1% S. Eighth
Kappa Gamma, Marie Bridges,
street;
Nancie Johnson, Jill Nelson; Sigand Sigma Kappa, 168 S. 11th
ma Kappa, Pat MacFadden, Annastreet.
bel Kircher, Medora-Vaux Mervy.
Independents are: Joan Sims,
Carol Hultberg, Barbara Sills,
Marie Bache, Glenny Whitmire.
Edith Garibot to, and Carolyn
Urenn.
Dick Chappell and Ed Case are
co-chairmen of the Contest with
Jim Grant and Mary Braunstein
on the committee, to_complete arrangements.

82 SOUTH SECOND

Virginia Weimers
Reveals Betrothal
It’s Wise to Eat
at the

CHALET CAFE
Dinners Start at $1.00
Light Lunches 50c
Sandwiches of All Kinds

37 W. San Carlos St.

Our Needle
-Knows-No-Flaw -.herked to you with e%er,
titling. our suits drape to a
fashion T. Dollar-wise or stylewise, it’s the best.

or

"Time Pay
Budget If You like"

JOHN W. BENSON
Custom Tailors for Men and Women
31 End San Antonio St.
MEM

LTpress 5-1919

SPECIAL OFFER!!!
CUT IT OUT!!!

RICES

HAND-FINISHED SHOES
FOR MEN

A red rose discovered in the Kappa Kappa Gamma house hallway by Irene Hansen, alias Hawkshaw the detective, proclaimed to
members of the sorority the engagement of Marilyn Russell to
Wayne Meyer.
A junior general elementary major, Miss Russell holds membership in Spartan Spears and the* -

Featuring
Prices
Patented
Styles

business administration major
also a graduate of Lincoln -high
:school. He is’ the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Albert M. Meyer of San Jose,
The couple plan to be ’married
early next fall.

O ne Price

A or
’V*"
Style’s That Are Different

36 SOUTH FIRST ST.

STUDENTSBreakfast, lunch or dinner,
you can’t beat the food at . . .

114.
"Known for Good Food"

You eat like a King
at the
if

’ PPLOMAP
GPRDE175

Hawkshaw’ Finds Rose;
Tells of Coming Wedding

Passing the traditional box of
chocolates to her Mu Phi Epsilon
sorority sisters at’ a recent party;
Virginia Weimers announced her.
engagement to Thomas Halla. The
couple are planning a December AWS cabinet. She is an alumna
of Lincoln high school. Her parwedding.
Miss Weimers, a senior music
major from Napa, is a past president of Mu Phi. Her parents are
Mr. and Mrs. Leigh Weimers.
The prospective benedict is employed by the San Jose Public
Works *departhient; A veteran of
three years overseas duty with the Army. he is now a member of the
reserve. Halla is the son of Ferd
Halla of San Jose.

(r Eciat kfreamerv

MOREHEAD FLEMING

veld Clime-104

No Lyin’

-=4 Mid

sword-fish steaks for dinner that
night of Dec. 1.
Kapers in size and entertainment,
"Shadowbrook in Santa Cruz. Jones declared.
was the scene for this caper. Delta
‘
Us and dates Or wahines, as they
CHILDREN’S TOYS
say in Hawaiian, were actin
mighty strange in those mu-mus
for joy at
and hola-cus they were caring.
But being the broadminded guy
- DRUG CO.
I am, -I tried not to pay any atPrescription Pharmacists
tention and instead listened to the
100 110. 2 STIlf ET. SAN JOSC. CALI&
1541
CY
"Townsmen" who supplied the music. Couples did the hula dance
and every so often I cought
glimpses .of other sorority and fraternity representatives who were
present irt the same Hawhan garb.
"When I realized this was just
a regular affair of DU and not a
subversive plot to revert to the
primitive, I packed up the’remains
of the luau and came back to you
sweetheart."
"Oh, Sam!" Effie sighed.
This ad and 25c will entitle you to
"Not now, baby. I’ve got other
Second Admission when you purchase
things on my mind," Sam said.
a full price admission ticket to reguKanaka Kapers is an annual
lar dances.
party presented by the San Jose
This offer not good for
State college chapter of the na"NAME" attractions.
tional fraternity each fall quarter
Ray Jones,. president of DU stated
yesterday. The affair tonight is
expected to surpass all previous

17 East Santa Clara Street

MARILYN RUSSELL

Wee/ditty Clusett6ie

ents are

Mr. and Mrs. George L.
Russell of San Jose.
Meyer’s fraternal affiliation is
Sigma ,Alpha _Epsilon. The senior

Home Ee Society
Initiates Members
Delta Nu Theta, honorary home
-economies _society. held its initiation of new members shortly before the Tnanksgtving nonaays..
talk by Dr. Mprgaret Jones, department head, was one of the
features of the evening.
Mary Jeanne Atkins, Mary’ Lou
Bachman n. Thelma Bramley,
Josephine Bugnone, Francos Delucchi, Leona Pilz, and Jean Winslow were admitted to the organizat ion.

’Golden Boy’
Dec. 7-12

Beautiful brilliant full cut
blue white diamond center
stone with four sparkling
matching side diamonds in
Engagement Ring.
Wedding Ring centers
eight full cut blue white
diamonds selected for their
matching size and quality.

The Set $295.00
No Interest or Carrying Charge
for Credit,

litentyeittep
JEWELERS

Jr HERE

I

E & FRIEVNIIIP

207 SOUTH’ FIRST
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,Theta Chi Boxers Triumph in First Junior Tourney

INAH’S
Complete
Fried
Chicken
Dinners
including
Dessert

195

SKI
EQUIPMENT
Ski Pants
10.95 14.95

18.95

Men’s and Women’s

Ski Boots

24.95

Hand -made. Imported
OTHERS 14 95 and up

Poles 2..95 to 8.50
Nylon Parkas
10.95 to 14.95
Complete Line
of Accessories
SOX

CAPS

MITTS

WAXES

award. The 155-pound junior outpunched hooking Chuck Barrens
in the semi-finals, and then returned in the last bout to stop
hard hitting Cliff Tucker.
Wes Mathews was once again
presented the "Winning Coach"
trophy to be placed next to his
Novice award.
The Delta Sigma Gamma scrappers under coach Al Tafoya took
la second place when Doug Wilson
and Vince Malone
1(145-lbs.)
(heavyweight) rang up final decisions in their divisions.
Delta Upsilon was third, and
1
’Chi Pi Sigma placed fourth.
Spartan boxing fans got an eyeful of up-and-coming talent when
Novice -champ Ray Lehmkuhl
I (DU) marked no a decisive 19011b. finals win over Ron Padilla
(TC). Lehmkuhl used his superior
I condition and a jolting right hand
I to. good advantage. His savage
’ body attack had Padilla sagging
in the second round and left him
sitting wearily on the ropes at
_
the final bell.
The Atl-Coilege tourgdincut %%ill
be held Friday night, Dec. 8.

Albin Design (6-3)

Bob erotie (5-10)

/Inks’ Walsh (5-0)

5

Bob’ Frazier Decisions Tough
Club Poloists
Foes to Cop Ring Trophy;
Edge Spartan
Mathews .Wins Second Award Yearlings, 8-7
By GLENN BROWN
Pugilistic representatives of the Theta Chi fraternity crawled
through the ring ropes to turn the trick again last night, walking away
with fhe First Annual Junior tournament honors when three proteges
of Coach Wes Mathews punched their way to final victories.
A mainstay in the Theta Chi triumph, Bob Frazier, leveled a cool
but vicious attack on two opponents to cop the "Outstanding Boxer"

gametal’s
g. tk.aa Vibe (11-31/0

San Francis’. 8$01e

1’744

Yearling mermen from San Jose
State college waged a terrific battle against a more experienced
Olympic club team in San Francisco last night, but came out on
the short end of a 8-7 score in
the
P00
The Spartan frosh water polo-

14

Of

13 Duane Baptiste (6-3)
C

Kevin Dugan (6-3)

17 Chuck Crampton (6-3)
IS Bob Ewiensperger (6-2)

GI
G

6
Roy Weixoer (6-3)
Alex Athanasopoulls (6-I) 12

ists, under coach Charlie Walker,
grabbed a 2-1 lead in the opening
period of play, and led 6-5 at the
half. At this point, however, the
Olympic club juniors were
strengthened by the appearance of
some veteran water-wingers who
marked up a one-point lead in
the third quarter and held the
edge for the remainder of the
-contest.

Tournament results:
130-lbs. - Peter Gorvad (CPS)
dec. Jack Fourcade (PSK); Jim
Long (CCF) dec. Roland Feasle
Jackson
135-lbs. John
(DSG.
(DSG) dec. George Sweet (DSP)
Ron Ciannotti (TC) dec. Harol
Kelm (SP). 145-lbs:= Mickie Maramonte (TC) dec. Marino Mangiola (DSP); Doug Wilson (DSG)
dec. Wally Trunip (CPS). 155-lbs.
Cliff Tucker (unattached) dec.
Bill Severns (DU); Bob’ Frazier,
(TC) dec. Chuck Barena (unattached).
Finals
165-11)s. -Bill Mendosa (TC) dec.
175-lbs.
Jim Burke (DSP).
Darrell Dukes(DU)-dec: Joe Richards (DSG). 190-lbs.Ray Lehmkuhl DU) dec. Ron Padilla (TC).
Heil% yweight V i n ce Malone
(DSG) dec. George Schauf (DU).
130-lbs. Peter Gorvad (CPS) dec.
Jim Long (CCF). 135-lbs.Ron
Giannotti (TC) dec. John Jackson
(DSG). 145-lbs. - Doug’ Wilson
(DSG) dec. Mickie Maramonte
(TC). 155-11,..Bult Frazier- (TC)
dec. Cliff Tucker (unattached).

3

16 George Clark (6-6)

Coach Walker’s frosh return to
the Olympic club pool tonight for
a runner-up playoff with the Faculty club at 6:30.

WE BARBER HAIR
WITH ’SPECIAL CARE
at the

ESQUIRE CharlieFrank.& Dick
BARBER
ec sln Rem
SHOP
36 W. San Fernando

SHOP EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS

Special on Ties
Values to $2.00

All for $1.00
Large assortment to pick from.

San AntonioOtte qa16Paith

CV 48768

LOW PRICES

IDaily Sports Staff Selections
Brown
Als es
Army
Army
Army - Na
Georgia
Georgia
Georgia-Ga. Tech,
Tulane
Tulane
LSIT - Tulane
l’SF
’s.o)ola
Loyola - - USF
N.D.
N.D.
Notre Dame - - I’S(’
Okla.
Okla.
Oklat.A&I - Okla.
Gaels
’ill.
St. Mary’s-Villanova
Tenn.
Tenn.
Tenn. - Vanderbilt
Texas
l’exas
Texas - Texas AS:11
COP
Quan.
COP-Qua nt leo NI a r.
Results to date: Brown and Cambianiea
(56-34.622), and Rodrigues (53-37 --588)

GORDON’S

SANDWICHES ICE CREAM
CANDY MILK
PIE
COMPLETE BOX LUNCHES

SPORT SHOP
I 2 I E. SAN FERNANDO
Across from Calif. Book

San Jose Box Lunch
135 E. San Antonio, off 4th

Cambianlea Rodrigues
Army
Army
Georgia
Georgia
LSI’
Tulane
l’SF
Loyola
N.D.
N.D.
Okla.
Okla.
VIII.
Vill.
Tenn.
Tenn.
Texas
Texas
COP
COP
(58 36.644), Alves

Cal, Huskies
Tops in ‘Stats’
- The
LOS ANGELES (UP)
University of California will carry
the Pacific Coast conference’s
sturdiest defense, as well as its
most devastating running attack,
into the Rose Bowl New Year’s
day, official conference. statistics
showed today.
In the individual statistics,
Washington dominated with its
sensational passer Don Heinrich
and hard -running Hugh 111cElheny. California led in. three
team categories, Washington in
tsso, and l’SC and UCLA In one
each.

HIGHEST QUALITY MEATS OBTAINABLE

"Everything Barbecued"
CLOSED SUNDAY

15 South 1 Ith Str,

CYpress 4-4834

The Golden Bears averaged
259.3 yards per game on the
ground, held their foes to 117.3
yards per game rushing, and allowed only 223.7 yards per game
by both running and passing. Besides leading in those departments,
they were second to Washibgton
in total offense, gaining 323.9
yards per game.

GRAB BAG
MEAT SALE
Steaks and
Roasts in every
package . . . plus
a variety of other
delicious meats.

PER
POUND

DAILY 4:30 to 6 P.M.
All Govt. Inspected Meats. Satisfactionor Money Back,

ICE CREAM1
Flavor-Fresh
ARDEN’S
BULK
STYLE

HALF GALLON

...410

%ma

’TRADE MARK

hiked t* kWh,
bow we to sem
Aoki it his list.
s

WESTERN
"NOM OF III IIRAB IRS

PLUS
Fig""74’4171
JA

COLD STORAGE
41 MORIN 101/1111 STREET

Just I ’/2 Blocks From The Campus

SJ Wrestlers
Begin Season
ln AAU Mea
The SJS wrestling squad opens
its 1950-51 season at Spartan gym
tomorrow morning, meeting seven
of northern Cafifornia’s finest
teams in the Pacific Coast -Northern Division Novice AAU tournament.
Weigh-ins wil be held at 9 a.m.,
with the preliminaries starting off
at 10 o’clock. The finals will be
run off at 7 p.m. ar
Coach. Ted Mumbf stated that
any SJS student could enter the
tourney by signing up during the
weigh-ins.
California and Stanford are
conceded the best chance of upsetting the Spartans, who have
never lost in this tournament. Alameda Naval Air station, San Francisco State, USF, Treasure Island,
and Santa Clara are the other
teams entered tomorrow.
Coach Mumby indicated that
many of the men entered in this
tburney go on to compete for the

varsity team.

earaearraealliaMIellWWWIrreWallerrareeeeeerwsraemareaa

Car Service
After 7 p.m.
Open Mon. -Fri.
,10 a.m.-12:30 a.m.
Sat. 013:60 a.m.
Closed Sunday Evening

Burgerbasket 50C
French Fries, Onions, Pickle’s, Olives

1098 E. Santa Clara St.

Crowe, Clark. to Lead
Spartans vs. SF State

San lose Pain
c.
g, waiipaPet

CY. 2-140
112 SOTJTH 2ND ST.

The

)11

New .

f4ij

NEW
FASHION CLEANERS
AND DYERS
EXPERT CLEANING
ALTERATIONS
DRESSMAKING
COSTUMES
24-HR. SHIRT SERVICE

277 E. San Fernando
Across Street from School

CY 3-3833
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By MANNY ALVES
Height and speed in flit; qse of San Francisco State oppose
San Jose State college tonight in the Men’s gym at* 8:15 o’clock
ushering in the Spartan’s venture into big .fime basketball’s limelight.
Coach Walt McPherson will Shave hIls first opportunity to watch
his touted transfers and replacements in action tonight. Gaps torn
in the Spartan ranks through graduation .are going to be hard to fill.
Last year San Jose Was rated 17th -in the final AP basketball poll.
Loss of high-scoring Stu Inman and of playmaker Bob Wuesthoff
will be felt this year until the vet-s
erana round into form and
(Whew!) handle guarding chores.
new men get a few games under
As it has been the case in the
their belts.
past few years, San FranCisco has
The- decision of Don McCaslin another gent named John Burton
to forget basketball this year also (6-1), a red hot frosh who will
has taken some of the Washing- lend the regulars needed support.
ton Square quintet’s scoring The new Burton will soon fill the
punch.
shoes vacated by the old ’Gater
Having lost both of their Burton who was one of the team’s
games to San Jose last season flashy scorers.
the win-hungry Gaters will MM-’
The Spartans too, will display
play a young but fast team totheir height and speed. McPhernight. The club has a winning
son is expecting more scoring
combination of height, speed
from Dean Giles, predicting this
and the necessary "hot.-shots"
season as one of his hest. Steathat are capable of swishing the
dy Bobby Crowe will assist
nets.
Giles in the other forward posiAt the center post SF State has tion and should dump more
a p..ize catch of collegiate ranks points through hoops this year.
in Kevin Duggen (6-3), chosen He’s keeping his fingers crossed
to last year’s All-American JC hoping for an injury free season.
team. His speed and accurate hook
George Clark is being tabbed
shots will keep Spartan guards
as one of the best centers on the
hopping.
coast and will undoubtedly live up
Allan Dessin, making the team to advance notices
if his plaguing
as a freshman out of Berkeley ankle Worries fail to materialize.
high school, and John Walsh (5-9)
Clark’s effectiveness will be
are ’the speed twins of the city
felt
on his rebounding ability
slots.
forward
five at the
Another frosh on the team, Roy and tip-in shots front the slot.
Weisser, and Alex Athanasopoulis His potential was evident in last
year’s Bowling Green game
when he held giant (Junior
Grade) Chuck Share to II
points while scoring 16 himself.
The deft ball handling of rap.
idly improving Chuck Crampton
at guard wil be aided and abetted
with the return of Bob EnzenSAN’FRANCISCO (UP) -- sperger (pronounced ensign’spurCoach Joe Kuharich of the Uni- jger) a two-year man sidelined
versity of San Francisco Dons said last year because of scholastic detoday. that he had to.rate Loyola. tails.
his next opponent, as ’battler, to
Enzgnsperger is a better-than stop" than either California or average .scoring guard and is always a threat- -with-his accurate
-Stanford.
1.v 4- "Maybe that doesn’t sound jump shots.
Coach Tom Cureton’s frosh
right," said the fiery roach, "but
don’t forget that the Lions have squad will meet the Cater jayone of the finest passers in the vees in the 6:30 o’clock preliminbusiness in Don Klosterman. ary game.
They also have fine pass receivers, good end runners and
a great line smasher in George
Musaren."
USF meets Loyola in Los Angeles Sunday before 18,000 fans
conference
for the independent
crown.
Kuharich said that. his club
would be in good condition for the
clash with the exception of his
great fulback star, 011ie Matson.
"Matson’s leg was bothering
him a great deal in the Detroit
un ess
coac , a
game, sal
it improves, it is doubtful that
he’ll see action against Loyola."
Loyola, loser of only one game
this yearto Santa Clara last
weekshould be considered a "
"slight favorite" to win, said
Kuharich. The Dons have played
a much tougher schedule, losing to California, Stanford, and
Fordham, but beating such good
teams as Tulsa, San Jose State,
Denver, Santa Clara, and Detroit university.
On comparative scores, Loyola
lost to the Broncos, 26-28, but the
Dons beat the same club. 27-6.

Loyola, Dons Duel
For League Title.

Artist Glft !eft
Higgins Ink Set
Complete assortment of colors,
18 bottles 5.40
8 colors 2.40
Micro Lettering Set
Lettering guide, ink, pen
and cleaner 6.95
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LET’S
BOWL
GANG
MEN’S P.E. CLASSES
HELD HERE
Fred ’Dully

Paiva, Mgr.

We feature a full line of
Bowling Ball Bags and Shoes

12 Lanes
FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
Open from 10 A.M.

JOSE BOWL
172 W. Santa Clara
Forward Bob Crote Is poised
and waiting for tonight’s opening game with SFS. The speedy
veteran %%ill be an SJS scoring
threat.

CY 3-9727
111.

’Golden Boy’
Dec. 7-12

PIZZERIA NAPOLITANO
Dinners
85c and up

Spaghetti
and

Pizza

Open from I I AM,
to I A.M.
Chad on
Monday

Also
Pizza prepared
to take out.

FINE ITALIAN FOODS
292 SOUTH MARKET

OUR
SUEDE

CRACKERJACKET
TOPS EVERYTHING
FOR THE

CAMPUS!

Kong Ignitions, Zephyr Gear
Sets, Heads, Manifolds, all makes!! Porting and relieving! Custom Chevy heads! Cams! Going to drags? See Mac for all the
finest RACING EQUIPMENT.

WE’VE GOT ’EM ! !

Mac Racing Equipment Co.

1442 FORD AVENUE
CYprest 42142

25.00

=III
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Newmans to Hold Hop
The Newman club will hold a
barn dance for members and their
dates tomorrow night, Dec. 2, at
Newman hall, beginning at 9 p.m.
and lasting until 1 a.m., JelseY
Actis, club publicity chairman, announced yesterday. Admission will
be 2 cents .a ti&.thrii..
Square!, fotk and regular dances
MILE will be offered, Miss Actis said.
Chairmen in trharge of arrangeLATE MODELS
ments, in addition ,to Miss Actis
are: Ann Treinaine, dance chairPNONE. .
man; Doreen Wiarrerr, decorations;
CLARASAN
W.SANTA
JOSIE Margo -Lloyd, refreshments, and
BETWEEN FIRST AND MARKET AM
Pat Sox, entartaitufient.

eft CAR
U DRIVE
CA

55

A DAY
80A

..Y 42044

Fraser Speaks to Eta, Mu Pi
n n pporturuttesm Argentina
Gordon Fraser, native of Argentina and a student at San Jose
State college, spoke at a dinner
meeting of Eta Mu Pi, national
honorary merchandising fraternity, Tuesday night, according to
John Francis, publicity chairman.
Fraser spoke on the "Opportunities in Argentina". There was a
question and answer period following his speech.
Francis said there we re 24
present for the meeting including
the four advisers for the group,
Milburn-D, Wright, Jack_flolland,
Edward’Cundiff, and -John Aberle.
Also present were three June.

1950, SJS graduates. They were
Roger Dean, Donald L. Akin, and
Sam Ttillinco. All three are employed in local stores.

Fee Due Today
December graduates must pay
their $9 graduation fee today
or not receive their diplomas
at the end of this quarter, the
G r a du a t e Manager’s office
warned yesterday.
Today is
the absolute deadline.

NEED A TYPEWRITER??
We Have Late Model Machines
Al’ Student Rental Rates

AMERMAN OFFICE APPLIANCES
98 N. First St.

CYpress 3-3063
Across sire-Cif from Post Office

Modeling is
Glenny Whitmire

$29.98
Modeling is
Barbara Overton

hours mean a new FORMAL
Christmas and Starlight
s ira ed our collection of frothy net dresses
for you and the gala excitement of holiday parties . . .
see them, all priced within your budget.

Hares

Fashion Center -- Second Floor

